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Florida Lupine Association, Inc.

Tribute to Suzanne Smith (1938-2012)
EDITOR’S NOTE:
KIM MILES (Director, FLA)

worked tirelessly in and with various other organizations to help wolfdog owners. Suzanne sat
on the board of both Iowolfer and the National
Wolfdog Alliance (2000). She also networked
closely with other educational wolfdog registries: the United States American Wolf Dog Association (USAWA), created in 1986; the National
Wolf Hybrid Association (NWHA), created in
1991; and Lupine AWAREness, created in the
late 1990s. In addition, Suzanne shared her
knowledge and resources with other wolfdog organizations that were created in the 1990s with
the sole focus of obtaining rabies vaccine approval on a federal level: the Rabies-Vaccine Approval Finding Team (RAFT) and the Wolf Dog
Coalition. She also assisted rescues and the Florida Lupine Association, created in 1998.
Suzanne was an indispensable part of the
wolf and wolfdog community for decades. I can’t
think of another individual who put as much
time (and blood, sweat, and tears) into the wolfdog community as Suzanne did. While many others have come and gone over the years, Suzanne
was a mainstay, tirelessly working with the various organizations and answering phone calls
and emails from many wolfdog individuals who
needed help. Even when her health declined and
she could no longer offer her services as publicly
or as fully as she had previously, she was still
available to those who had questions about line-

Suzanne Smith, one of the most interesting
and polarizing individuals in the wolf and wolfdog community for decades, was born in 1938
and passed away in the late Spring of 2012. The
wolfdog community lost a great advocate for
wolfdogs and an almost-encyclopedic wealth of
knowledge when she passed.
Suzanne not only proved invaluable in verifying lineage information of the numerous captive wolves and wolfdogs in America, but she
was also instrumental in educational efforts and
rabies vaccine approval attempts, as well. She
dedicated years of her life to the Iowolfer Association, created in 1979. The goals of Iowolfer
were to “encourage the selective breeding of
wolfdogs for desirable traits; discourage inferior
breeding; promote the sale of the progeny only
to fully-screened, well-instructed people; confront and rebut adversaries in an objective fashion; and work with the Department of Natural
Resources, Department of Agriculture, and Department of Interior to obtain good legislation
concerning the breeding of wolfdog stock and
possession of pure-bred wolf gene pools.” To this
end, Iowolfer became a nationally recognized
wolfdog organization that focused on both educational and registry issues for captive wolves
and wolfdogs.
ages or needed help. Her death on May ;, 2012,
While tracking lineages was Suzanne’s forte,
was not just a loss to her family, but also to all of
she was more than just an encyclopedia of wolf
us in the wolfdog community. Requiescat in pace,
and wolfdog lineage information. She also
Suzanne!
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Tribute: Suzanne Smith
GREG LARGENT (Director, Iowolfer)
I first heard of Suzanne Smith in northern Illinois
from a local couple who were the local chapter president and vice president of a group called the Iowolfer
Association, Inc. Suzanne was the Secretary/
Treasurer of that organization and lived in eastern
Iowa. I called her with many questions as my then
wife and I had purchased a wolfdog and wanted more
information about the organization and some educational materials.
That phone call was in the spring of 1985, and it
began a long-term friendship with Suzanne. It didn’t
take long for Suzanne to invite me and my wife to her
home to see her facility and learn more about this Iowa group of wolf and wolfdog people. We were welcomed with open arms.
A little biographical information on Suzanne:
When I met her, the yearly membership meetings and
rendezvous for Iowolfer were held near her home in
Iowa. She was very active in the organization. Suzanne had a vast network of leaders of other such organizations, publications, friends and enthusiasts that
she drew upon for information and Association Registration Committee lineage updates and breeder information for her own breeding and for the Association
Registry—folks like Gordon and Mildred Smith, O.J.
Volkman and his wife Jan, Rick Halverson, Rose Popisil, Vickie Poe, Earl and Dixie Blakley, Fred and Mollie Peterson, John Basile, Deb Hensyel, Jim and Nancy
Kelham, Pete Porter, Rick and Bonnie Rashleigh, Art
Kozlik, Mace Loftus, Martin McCauley, Rita Sickels,
Monty Sloan, John Davis, Dottie Pendergrast and
Rudelhaus Enterprises Publishing—and the list goes
on and on….
Suzanne was elected as President of Iowolfer in
the late 1980s and took the reins with her “get it

done” attitude, not only to revitalize the association
but also to network with leaders of other organizations in a common goal to develop breed standards
that all organizations could and would accept in their
goal of producing a stable, “genetically engineered”
wolfdog.
The “Wolf Hybrid Legislation Workshop” was held
in June of 1990 at Wolf Park with Dr. Klinghammer
(Director of Wolf Park) as the organizer, host, and
sponsor. The workshop was held to address the problems posed by private ownership of wolf x dog crosses, as well as pet wolves in private hands. Suzanne
and I, along with 27 other owners, scientists and enthusiasts, attended the workshop. It was Suzanne’s
hope and dream that basic, minimal standards could
be formulated to address the safe, responsible keeping of the animals she loved so dearly. Sadly, the recommendations of that workshop fell upon deaf ears
both with the members of the wolfdog community
and the legislators that were considering Michigan
HB 5285.
Suzanne enlisted her two grandchildren, Mat and
April, to assist her in making and publishing the Call
of the Wolf newsletter for Iowolfer. Suzanne spent
countless hours on the telephone: researching lineSuzanne Smith’s Kennels
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ages; returning the weekly calls from people wanting truly cared for and about her animals.
to get rid of their animals and needing rescue inforWhile in the last several years of her life, she was
mation; working with the other organizations, Iowolf- too ill to personally care for her animals and too
er members and anyone else that needed information proud to ask others for assistance, her animals did
or a kind word. And she did all of this at her own ex- not get the high standard of care that she had personpense so as not to deplete Iowolfer’s funds ally given to them over the many years. “Granny
(remember, this was a time before national calling babes,” as we called her, always had hotdogs for her
was a free option). Supack when she interactOne
of
Suzanne’s
Arctic
Wolves
zanne had more infored with them, cleaning
mation in her head
and feeding them in
about what animal betheir pens and letting
got another than anythem run individually in
one I have ever spoken
the large enclosure built
to. Breeder information
just for that purpose.
and correct, accurate
Suzanne was a tireless
lineage information was
champion for responsia passion for her—and
ble ownership. She
one she shared with any
touched the lives of
who wanted her help.
many humans and enSuzanne
accomriched the lives of countplished all of her profesless animals. Suzanne
sional wolf and wolfdog
Smith will be missed.
passions while also raising her own brood of children,
loving and caring for her husband, Butch, and tending KAT MILLS (Director, National Wolfdog Alliance)
to her own kennel facility, which housed many
Suzanne Smith was a friend of mine. I do not say
wolves, “98 %ers”, and other content animals, includ- this lightly, now, in this world of internet immediacy
ing her poodle, Mikey. She owned many Arctic ani- and Facebook “Friends’ Lists.” I say this with slow,
mals, working with several other breeders that considered honor.
owned and maintained lines of Arctic wolves and tryEarly on in my experiences with wolfdogs, in
ing to breed out the jaw malocclusions they suffered 2000, I purchased Ahanu, my first high content wolffrom.
dog. Although I was raised with animals, including
It was, and is, a pleasure for me to have known dogs, and had been living with wolfdogs for the past
Suzanne Smith—and to have been allowed to spend 13 years, I don’t think I was quite ready for my first
the HUGE amount of hours at her dining room table, high content wolfdog—and Ahanu was quite a handtalking about various wolf or wolfdog issues and in- ful.
teracting with her family. Suzanne was one of those
At the time, the “Old Timers”—those with genuine
breeders and owners who did it the right way; she
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Over the years, we discussed containment issues,
experience with companion wolves and wolfdogs—
were reticent to share their experiences with the rash training issues, socialization issues, and often just
of newbies, like myself. It was, perhaps, viewed as un- shared the stories that make living with wolfdogs
such a soul-changing
wise, especially conSuzanne
Smith’s
Kennels
experience. We evensidering some of the
tually shared the honthings which were
or of being board
being suggested as
members together for
“factual” information
the National Wolfdog
about wolfdog beAlliance, where we
havior, the rampant
worked hard to asmisrepresentation
semble various online
going on, and some
resources,
which
of the downright
were made available
dangerous behaviorto the general public
al “advice” that was
for free. It was important to Suzanne that education
touted as necessary, such as “Alpha Rolling.”
I had asked a question on an e-mail group and was and knowledge be available to ANYONE who needed
getting a considerable amount of controversial and it—not kept private and not sold.
I will miss her kind guidance, advice, and willingcontradictory suggestions on how I should deal with
the issue I was having. Ahanu was young; we had a ness to share. I know her wolfdogs will miss her comgreat bond, and he was well-socialized, but he was a pany, her love, and her daily little rituals of care. SuLARGE boy, and he was my first. I was so worried zanne Smith taught me the most important lesson to
know when learning to live with wolfdogs: Love Is
about making a mistake in his raising.
Suzanne privately suggested a telephone call. She All. I will never forget her.
was generous with her time, her knowledge, and her
experience. Suzanne walked me through behaviors CHRISTINE BURKETT (Director, USAWA)
that no one else was willing to address—and she did
Just to let ya’ll know a little about Russell (my
so in a kind manner that showed just how much com- husband) and me, we had both been raised around
passion she had for these animals.
wildlife. We had raised bobcats, deer, ‘coons, etc. We
This was the beginning of a 12-year relationship weren’t strangers to wild animals.
marked by admiration, respect, mentorship, and
Around 1983, someone abandoned a wolfdog in
knowledge. She shared with me her delight in her our area, and she took up at our house. At that time,
own wolfdogs: how she had worked so hard to earn neither I nor Russell had ever heard of a wolfdog (or
their trust, how she had spent so much time socializ- as they were called back in the day, “a wolf hybrid”),
ing them to new experiences, how she had worked but this was what my vet identified her as being. We
through some of the behavioral passages of matura- fell in love with her, but we had two small children
tion, etc.
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and a whole bunch of cats, dogs, and chickens. She an “Honest Bitch”. She was proud of that. I never
didn’t really do well with the other animals, and we knew of her lying about anything. If she told you
became concerned about the children since we knew something, you could bank on it being the truth. We
not one thing about wolves or wolfdogs; as a result, lost so much when she died. I miss her so much and I
we placed her in a home where there were no other still love her.
animals or children.
Around 1990, Russell and I acquired a “wolf hy- PAM THOMPSON (Director, FLA & Lupine Legacy)
brid.” Shortly afterward, we got a pair of British CoIf you needed to verify a pedigree, you needed to
lumbian wolves. I had been told Suzanne had Arctics,
ask Suzanne Smith. She maintained records for Ioand I was intrigued. They were beautiful, and I wantwolfer, and once NWHA ceased, she maintained those
ed one from everything I had read about them and
records as well.
heard about their temperaments.
Some years ago I bought a female that I eventually
I called her and told her I was looking for an Arc- intended to breed. I had watched pups out of her sire
tic. She told me she had no idea where such an animal
and dam for several years and was more than pleased
could be found. She didn’t know anyone who bred
with their personality. But at the time, that was not
pure anything. We talked and she did figure out I
considered enough. You also needed to know the pedwasn’t a pure idiot, but she still wouldn’t agree to
igree. So, I started digging. I would get a name or a
help me get an Arctic pup.
tidbit of information from one person or another unWithin a few months of that phone call, I found
til I was finally able to find the person that originally
our Akiah. She was a pure Arctic and could be traced
owned Kiza’s mom and who could tell me who had
back directly to Mountain and Sheena. After that, Suz
owned her dad.
and I got to be close friends. She realized I did know
Once I got all the information together, I called
what I was doing, and we started
Suzanne to verify what I had
One of Suzanne’s Wolves
discussing other breeders and lines
found. I had a USDA number for
in the country. Lordy, I wish I could
Kiza’s mom and NWHA registraknow what that lady knew about
tion numbers for the sire’s grandthe breeders and the wolves and
parents. The previous owner also
wolfdogs in this country. It is such a
mentioned that when two of the
shame so many thing about the
sire’s grandparents were first regwolf and wolfdog world were lost
istered, the owners thought that
when she died.
they could not legally own a wolfShe was a jewel in the wolf and
dog over 92%. When they found
wolfdog world. She had so much
out you could own up to 98%, they
knowledge. I told her once she was
wrote a letter to NWHA and tried
considered a “bitch” by many. She
to raise the percentage on the regsaid that was fine; at least she was
istration. I knew NWHA was no
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longer in business, and that is when Suzanne told me
she had a lot, if not all, of their records.
When Suzanne checked what I found against her
records, she was able to verify the pedigree for me.
She even found the letter from the owners, asking
that NWHA raise the percentages.
Later, I bought a male to go with Kiza. This time,
checking the pedigree was much easier. I only had
one animal to verify. The person who had bred her
sire told me I needed to call Suzanne. So, once again I
called Suzanne. Sure enough, she was able to tell me
what I needed to know.
Suzanne became more than just a source of information, though. Over the years, she became a friend.
She would often call just to visit or to forewarn me
about something she felt I needed to know. I miss
those chats, and I miss her.
ROSE POSPISOL (Director, Lupine AWAREness)
I recently learned one of the most influential persons in the wolfdog community passed away. Suzanne Smith was one of the founders of Iowolfer, an
organization dedicated to educating owners and the
general public on wolfdogs and captive bred wolves.
Suzanne also did extensive research on the Gordan
Smith line of wolfdogs and helped those owners, including myself, find the true percentages of our animals.
I remember the first time I spoke with her. After
joining USAWA, I realized my animals had to be a
lower percentage than what I had been told by the
breeder. Vicki Poe, currently from Lupine AWAREness, had helped me with most of my bloodline, but
one GKS animal’s bloodline eluded us, so I called Suzanne. I gave her the names of my female’s parents
and breeders, and she started throwing out names

and percentages out of the air. It was amazing the
knowledge and memory of bloodlines she possessed.
We talked for several hours, and then she spent
weeks going through her paperwork in order to help
me. I did not know her then and was not a member of
Iowolfer, so she did not need to help me; Suzanne did
what she did because she was truly dedicated to the
wolfdog community.
After becoming a board member of USAWA, I got
to meet Suzanne during a meeting to bring the wolfdog community together so that all the organizations
could come to an agreement on how to fight the antiwolfdog community most effectively. Suzanne had
high content and pure animals. Because of this, she
had a USDA license. Did Suzanne keep her animals
differently than myself and most of the wolfdog people I knew? Yes. Was she wrong, most certainly not. A
USDA license requires certain conditions to be met.
I’m sure her setup exceeded that.
I have read some articles questioning how Suzanne’s animals were kept in the last years of her life.
I highly question what I have read. While Suzanne’s
animals were kept in smaller concrete-floored pens,
there was a large, fenced grassy area that they were
let into for exercise. Did the time in this pen decline
as she got sicker? Probably. Should Suzanne have
placed her animals when her health declined? Only
she could decide that. She devoted her life to those
animals and to education. I think Suzanne would have
wanted us to learn from what happened to her. Do
you have written plans for what is to happen to your
animals when you pass away, become incapacitated,
or suffer a natural disaster ? If not, then in Suzanne’s
memory, do this now. Godspeed, Suzanne!

~ Suzanne Smith, may you rest in peace. ~
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